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GEO 600 is a dual-recycled interferometric gravitational wave detector which uses advanced optical
techniques to achieve its design sensitivity. The peak response of GEO is tunable over a range of
frequencies within the detection band of the instrument. The accurate calibration of the detector is
an essential step in preparing the data for distribution to the various analysis groups in the
community as well as allowing for the extraction of science results. Calibrating the dual-recycled
interferometer requires the optical response of the instrument to be determined and corrected for on
time scales associated with any fluctuations in the response. Due to the optical readout scheme used
in GEO 600, any gravitational wave signals seen by the detector are split between two output
signals. This means that, in order to recover a calibrated strain signal that has an optimal
signal-to-noise ratio, the two outputs need to be combined pre- or postcalibration. This article
presents a detailed method for calibrating the dual-recycled GEO configuration. The method builds
upon the calibration scheme developed to calibrate the power-recycled GEO configuration. The
main focus of this article is on the new aspects of the calibration process: on-line measurement,
parameterization, and correction of the optical response of the instrument in an on-line, time-domain
calibration pipeline. Some discussion is also given regarding the combination of the two main
detector output signals in producing an optimal calibrated strain signal. ©2004 American Institute

of Physics.[DOI: 10.1063/1.1804831]
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I. INTRODUCTION

The GEO 600 interferometric gravitational wave de
tor is a German-British detector located outside Hanno
Germany. By using a combination of signal and power r
cling, GEO 600 will, when fully commissioned, be one
the most sensitive displacement measuring instruments
world, having the ability to measure differential arm-len
changes between the two 1200 m long arms of the o
10−19 m/ÎHz in the frequency range from 50 to 6000 Hz

Commissioning of GEO 600 has been done on two m
detector configurations: a power-recycled only configura
and the dual-recycled configuration. The power-recy
Michelson configuration was commissioned prior to insta
tion of the signal-recycling mirror to allow for the ma
subsystems in GEO to be debugged with a simpler op
configuration. After a long period of working on the pow
recycled configuration, the signal-recycling mirror was
stalled and a further extended period of debugging and
missioning followed. During this time, a new locki
scheme for the dual-recycled(DR) interferometer was deve
oped and tested. Details of the commissioning of GEO
ing this time are given in Ref. 1.

The optical layout of the dual-recycled interferomete
based on the Michelson interferometer with the addition
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power-recycling(PR) mirror placed at the input port, and
signal-recycling(SR) mirror placed at the output port of t
detector. The addition of the power-recycling mirror form
cavity that increases the power circulating in the interfer
eter, leading to improved shot-noise performance of the
tector, while the signal-recycling mirror forms an opti
cavity with the Michelson interferometer which resona
enhances the signal sidebands, and hence, any gravita
wave signals that are present. The principles of sig
recycling are covered in detail in Refs. 2–5.

The presence of the signal-recycling cavity means
the signal transfer function from differential mirror displa
ment to detector output signal is no longer flat in the
quency domain(as in the PR configuration). This means tha
in order to recover an optimal calibrated strain signal f
the raw detector outputs, we need to determine many
parameters that describe the optical response. The res
of the cavity(and thus, the parameters) depends on the m
croscopic position, or tuning, of the SR mirror and on
mirror reflectivity. Fluctuations in the optical response
arise, for example, from alignment drifts due to tidal, s
mic, and thermal effects, as well as from fluctuations in
input laser power. In the power-recycling configuration
GEO 600, fluctuations in the optical power of the orde
20% were observed on daily and faster time scales;
fluctuations can also be expected for the dual-recycled
figuration of GEO.l:
If such fluctuations are not accounted for, they translate

© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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directly into an error in the calibration. In other words, if
overall optical gain of the detector were to vary 20% on d
time scales, due to, for example, temperature, and the
bration used a constant value for the overall optical g
then we would have an error in the calibration of up to 2
In order to account for such drifts in the calibration proc
the various parameters that describe the detector res
need to be continually estimated. The calibration of the d
recycled GEO is, therefore, significantly more complica
than that of the power-recycled GEO(where the calibratio
is given basically by one number).

As in the case of calibrating the power-recycled G
the calibration of the dual-recycled GEO is best approa
in the time domain so that these fluctuations in the op
response of the detector can be smoothly corrected for
calibration scheme used for the power-recycled configur
of GEO is detailed in Ref. 6 and shown applied to an
tended science run in Ref. 7. This article presents a t
domain calibration scheme for recovering the strain sig
hstd, from the output signal(s) of the dual-recycled GEO in
terferometer. This calibration scheme builds upon the m
ods used for calibration the power-recycled GEO.

II. EXTENDING THE CALIBRATION OF THE
POWER-RECYCLED GEO 600

Work following the development of the power-recyc
GEO calibration scheme identified a few areas of pos
improvement. As well as the additional methods require
calibrate the dual-recycled GEO 600, two of these pos
improvements are discussed later after a short review o
power-recycled GEO calibration scheme.

A. Review of the power-recycled GEO 600
calibration scheme

Calibration of the power-recycled GEO 600 configu
tion is done by calibrating out the two main transfer fu
tions that affect the signal transfer from differential a
length changes to detector output: one of these is the o
response of the instrument; the other concerns the co
scheme used to keep the detector at its correct ope
point.

1. The Michelson locking scheme
The design of GEO is such that it is most sensitive w

it is held at on a dark fringe at the detector output p
However, any external disturbances from, for example,
mic noise will move the detector away from this optim
operating point. For the purpose of signal readout and
trol modulation, sidebands are imposed on the carrier
injected into the interferometer. The light detected at the
put port can be appropriately demodulated to give a co
signal that reflects any deviations from the dark fringe. T
signal is used to feed back through appropriate elect
filters to length-control actuators on the two arms of the
tector. Thus, the detector is held very close to the dark fr
operating point. The error signal of the Michelson leng
control servo loop forms the main output of the detector

contains, at most frequencies in the detection band, any po
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tential gravitational wave signals. Since this control sys
aims to suppress any deviations from the dark fringe
occur at frequencies within the bandwidth of the servo
tem, any gravitational wave signals that are present at
frequencies will also be suppressed. The feedback co
system is discussed in more detail in the context of cali
ing the power-recycled GEO configuration in Ref. 6.

2. Calibration principles
In order to correct for the optical response of the ins

ment and for the effect of the Michelson length-con
servo, we need to be able to estimate the transfer functi
each of them. By injecting calibration signals into the len
control actuator, the effect of both of these transfer funct
can be estimated. For the case of calibrating the po
recycled interferometer, the calibration lines were injecte
(high) frequencies where the effect of the Michelson se
was negligible. This allowed the(flat) optical gain of the
instrument to be estimated periodically. Having estimate
optical gain, it can be inverted and used to correct the
corded error-point signal. Having done this we have a si
dxopt, that, at least at frequencies well above the unity
point of the Michelson servo, represents the differential a
length changes of the detector. At lower frequencies w
the Michelson servo has non-negligible loop gain, we m
generate a representation of the feedback signal(s), dxfb, and
add it todxopt. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the Michel
length-control servo and how it can be used to calibrate
detector output signal by inverting the loop transfer func
in software.

The recovered differential displacement signal can
be converted to a strain according to the following equa

hstd = 2
DLstd

L
, s1d

whereDL is the length change of one arm of the interfer
eter, andL is 1200 m for GEO. In summary, the calibrat
of the power-recycled GEO can be viewed as the determ
tion of DL from the detector output, i.e., the determinatio
the detector gain, as a function of frequency, in volts
meter.

B. Improvements carried forward

One of the possible improvements of the time-dom
calibration scheme for the power-recycled GEO is in
method used to up-sample the overall optical gain estim
Because the overall optical gain is estimated at only 1
(due to the limited signal-to-noise ratio of the calibra
lines in the detector error-point signal), we need to interpo
late the estimates to the sample rate of the recorded
point signal(16 384 Hz). Previously, a spline interpolatio
method was used to smoothly correct the detector outpu
changes in the overall optical gain of the instrument by
lowing the optical gain estimates to be calculated at
sample instant of the detector output signal. This techn
was a quick solution that was implemented in order to
form to the time constraints of the experiment. The pro
of up-sampling the 1 Hz optical gain estimates to 16 384

-can be done in another way: using a band-limited interpola-
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tion method. This method takes into account the imp
assumption that the optical gain does not vary on time s
shorter than two seconds by applying a suitable low-
filter. (This assumption arises because we sample the o
gain at only 1 Hz.) This method can also be used for
sampling the detector output signal prior to some parts o
signal processing pipeline(see Sec. III B).

In the power-recycled calibration scheme, the op
gain was estimated once per second and the subse
samples were smoothed using a Hanning window of le
60 s. This was done to reduce effect of any transients i
estimated optical gain samples as it was felt that faster
tuations could not be measured well enough to be adequ
corrected. The Hanning window smoothing technique is
placed in the DR calibration scheme with a two pole
low-pass filter with corner frequency at 0.1 Hz.

C. Modeling the optical response of the
dual-recycled GEO 600

In the power-recycled setup of GEO, the optical g
was assumed to be flat across the detection band of th
strument(see Ref. 6). The introduction of a signal-recyclin
mirror means that this is no longer the case and so we
to determine, and correct for, the now nonflat(resonant) re-
sponse of the detector to differential arm-length changes
additional complication arises because the optimal dem
lation phase for the output photodiode is no longer inde
dent of frequency as it was for the power-recycled op
configuration. This means that signals are spread betwee
two quadratures of the demodulated output photodiode
selecting a particular demodulation phase, we maximize
nals of a particular frequency in one quadrature and m
mize them in the other; signals at other frequencies ap
with different ratios in the two quadratures. In order to
the output photodiode as the loop sensor for the Miche
length-control servo, we would typically choose a demo
lation phase that maximises one quadrature at low freq
cies to give large signals at the frequencies where the
back is most dominant. This “maximized” quadrature will

FIG. 1. A schematic overview of the underlying calibration principle us
here as one path for simplicity) is actually split between a low-frequenc
referred to here as thein-phaseor P quadrature; the other
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quadrature is termedout-of-phaseor Q. More generally
these terms are used for all demodulation phases wit
general definition that the signal content inP is maximum
(and minimum inQ) at a chosen frequency.

Using the interferometer simulation softwa
FINESSE,8 the response of the signal-recycling cavity to
ferential arm-length changes can be modeled. Figure 2 s
the response of the signal-recycling cavity with a mirror
flectivity of 99% and microscopic tuning of around 1200
Both demodulation quadratures are shown. The demo
tion phase is chosen in this simulation to give a minim
response of theQ quadrature at direct current(dc). As we
can see, setting the phase like this means that the dem
tion at all other frequencies is nonoptimal and signal po
is spread between the two demodulation quadratures. T
cover the full signal with optimal signal-to-noise ratio,
need to consider both of the demodulation quadratures
can also see that the optical gain parameter,H1, introduced in
Ref. 6, is no longer independent of frequency in the dete
band. So we introduce two new parameters,HP and HQ,
which represent the transfer functions from differential m
ror motion to the two demodulated output signals,P andQ;
both of these need to be determined to allow for an opt
reconstruction of the calibrated strain signal.

1. Parameterizing the optical response
If we are to correct for the optical response of the sig

recycling cavity as measured in both quadratures, the
need to be able to model the two responses. For the pu
of modeling the system, it is convenient to consider the
demodulation quadratures as separate transfer functions
differential mirror displacement to the detector ou
signals.

Simulations of the response of the dual-recycled inte
ometer to differential arm-length changes were generate
ing a FINESSE model of the detector. The response o
two quadratures can be modeled with one complex pole
one real zero together with a suitable gain factor. The
quency of the pole depends on the microscopic detunin

r calibrating the power-recycled GEO 600. The feedback system in GE(shown
uator and a high-frequency actuator.
ed fo
the SR mirror, and its quality factor,Q, is related to the
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bandwidth of the cavity(which is determined by the refle
tivity of the signal-recycling mirror). The pole Q is also
weakly related to the microscopic tuning of the sign
recycling mirror. Suitable models of the two optical
sponses are

HPssd = GP
ss− zPd

ss− pPdss− pP
* d

, s2d

HQssd = GQ
ss− zQd

ss− pQdss− pQ
* d

, s3d

where “*” denotes complex conjugation,zP is the zero in th
P response,zQ is the zero in theQ response, and so o
Looking again at Fig. 2, we see that theP transfer function
has a pole at around 1200 Hz and a zero at higher frequ
whereas theQ transfer function has a pole at approxima
the same frequency but with a zero at dc.

These equations can be parameterized in a more c
nient way using a frequency/Q description of the poles an
zeros. In doing this, we have eight parameters to deter
in order to characterize the response of the two demodu
optical signals to differential mirror displacement; these
for each ofP andQ, an overall gain factor, a pole frequen
a pole quality factor, and a zero frequency.

D. Obtaining the optimal signal-to-noise ratio
strain signal

There are two main issues regarding the recovery o
strain signal with optimal signal-to-noise ratio. One of
points is that, for a low-noise detector, it may be necessa
recover the gravitational wave signal from both the feedb
and the error-point signals of the Michelson control serv

FIG. 2. (Color online) The in-phase and out-of-phase responses of the
a detuning of around 1200 Hz with a SR mirror reflectivity of 99%. Th
order to maintain an optimal signal-to-noise ratio(SNR) dur-
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ing the data acquisition process. For the dual-recycled G
this may well be the case, especially as the detector c
closer to its design sensitivity.

An additional consideration arises because of the
quency dependent optimal demodulation phase(see Fig. 3).
At a particular frequency, a gravitational wave signal
appear in both quadratures. In the absence of noise, th
underlying gravitational wave signal can be recovered
calibrating either of these quadrature signals back to a
placement signal. However, in the presence of noise, the
ation is not as clear; we can still calibrate both demodu
output signals back to displacement but, depending o
frequency of interest, the optimal signal-to-noise ratio
only be gained by a suitable combination of the two re
ered displacement signals. Depending on where noi

al-recycling cavity to differential arm-length changes. The response is
modulation phase is set to give optimal signal size inP at 0 Hz.

FIG. 3. Michelson output photodiode demodulation phase curves fo
signal frequencies. Using such curves, the demodulation phase can b
sign
e de
sen such thatP is maximum at the chosen signal frequency.
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added in the system, the SNR of a particular signal ca
maintained or degraded by the presence of the noise
example, the noise added due to the thermal noise pres
the mirrors would be subject to the same signal transfe
any gravitational wave signal and so the difference betw
the SNRs of both quadratures would be independent o
quency. If, however, noise is added at the photon dete
stage, i.e., shot noise, then the resulting difference bet
the SNRs of the two quadratures will be frequency de
dent. For example, looking at the detector responses s
in Fig. 2, we see that low frequency gravitational wave
nals will appear with a much higher amplitude in theP
quadrature than in theQ quadrature. Although the recover
displacement signals will contain the same displacemen
formation, the noise in the one recovered from theQ quadra
ture would be significantly higher at low frequencies tha
the one recovered from theP quadrature. So for low freque
cies we would want to strongly weight theP displacemen
signal and weakly weight theQ signal. In general, the reco
erable SNR will be frequency dependent and the opt
SNR displacement signal can be achieved by summin
four (if we include the two strain signals recovered from
feedback signals) recovered displacement signals with s
able, frequency dependent, weighting functions.

The final goal of calibrating the dual-recycled GEO is
recover four calibrated displacement signals, and the(if
necessary) combine them to get one displacement signal
has the optimal SNR at all frequencies in the detection b
This can be expressed mathematically as

doptimal= WPdP + WQdQ + Wsfbdsfb + Wffbdffb , s4d

where the frequency dependent weighting factors,W* , must

FIG. 4. A model of the length control servo of the dual-recycled GEO
The optical response of the detector is shown as two separate transf
be determined from considerations of the signal-to-noise ra
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tio and transfer functions of each signal. The subscripP
andQ refer to the respective quadratures, and the subs
“sfb” and “ffb” refer to the slow(low-frequency) feedback
signal and the fast(high-frequency) feedback signal, respe
tively. The exact form of these optimal weighting functio
is yet to be determined and further investigations will
carried out when a more detailed implementation of the
bration scheme has be tried and tested.

In order to calibrate the detector, it is essential to ha
good model of the relevant subsystems that directly a
the transfer of strain signals to the detector output(s). Such a
model is shown in Fig. 4. Four relevant output signals
highlighted, as well as the input for the calibration signa(s);
the diagram also shows the split feedback path of GEO
model is slightly different to that used in the power-recyc
calibration scheme(see Ref. 6): the part of the model th
imitates the servo electronics has been split into three
(previously two) to better mimic the real electronics.

The problem of calibrating the dual-recycled interfero
eter can be more easily approached by splitting up the
lem into smaller subprocesses. Figure 5 shows how the
lem can be split into four separate tasks that, together, le
a calibrated strain signal. Each of the main tasks wil
discussed in detail in the following sections.

luded are four relevant output signals and the input point for calibratioals.
ctions for the two demodulations,P andQ.

FIG. 5. A schematic of the tasks involved in the calibration of the d
. Inc
er fun
-recycled GEO.
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A. System identification

The aim of this process is to determine the paramete
that best describes the detector at any particular insta
time. In the power-recycled calibration scheme this
(though not named as such) only determined the optical ga
of the detector. In the case of calibrating the dual-recy
interferometer, the minimum parameter set that must be
termined consists of the 4(or 8 if the Q quadrature is in
cluded) optical parameters described in Sec. II C 1. In p
ciple, this parameter set can be extended to include the
gains in the system: two electronic gain settings and the
actuator calibrations.

If we are to correct for any fluctuations in the underly
parameters of the system, then we have to estimate th
rameters on similar time scales as the fluctuations occur
current scheme, as was the case for the calibration o
power-recycled GEO, assumes we can inject calibration
that will have a detectable SNR of around 40 dB in
high-power error-point using one second of data.(The am-
plitude with which we can inject the calibration lines is li
ited by the dynamic range of the feedback actuator.) Typi-
cally, this is easy to achieve and it is possible to make
noise parameter estimations at 1 Hz. The remainder o
text assumes measurements of calibration lines and s
quent parameter estimations occur at 1 Hz.

The approach chosen for estimating the parameter
to sample the underlying transfer function from differen
mirror motion to demodulated detector output(P and/orQ)
at a number of different frequencies and then to fit a m
of the transfer function to these data points using a le
squares optimisation routine. For the remainder of this
cussion we will consider only the parameters forP; the de-
termination of theQ parameters can be done in the same
using the appropriate model of the optical response.

1. Continuous transfer function estimation
Estimation of the optical transfer function is done

measuring the magnitude and phase of the calibration lin
both the injected calibration signal and the recorded dem
lated error-point signalsPd. From these measurements we
a set of complex numbers,C f from the calibration signal, an
Pf from the P error-point signal(where the subscriptf de-
notes the frequency of the calibration line being measu).

From Fig. 4 we can see that the transfer function,TCP,
from calibration input toP can be written as

TCPssd = HESDssdHPssdCLTFssd, s5d

where CLTFssd is the closed-loop transfer function of t
servo.

The closed-loop transfer function can be written as

CLTFssd =
1

1 + OLGssd
, s6d

where the open-loop gain, OLGssd, is given by

OLGssd = HPssdHcomssdfHslowssdHIMDssd

+ HfastssdHESDssdg. s7d

From the measurements of the calibration lines we

then form the transfer function
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Tmeasuredf
=

Pf

C fE f
, s8d

where the valuesE f are taken from a model of the elect
static drive actuator,HESD. This transfer function is the tran
fer function from differential arm-length change toP.

From Eq. (5) we can see that this measured tran
function is equivalent to the transfer functionTmodel

=HPssdCLTFssd for the correct choice of parameters. Us
an optimization routine, we can determine the best param
set that matches the model transfer function,Tmodel to the
measured transfer function,Tmeasured.

If we continuously inject a sufficient number of calib
tion lines (more than the number of parameters we tr
recover), then we can estimate the underlying paramete
the detector at least once per second. To do this, we
have a frequency-domain model of the Michelson s
loop, including a full model of the electronics. We have
ready discussed a possible model of the optical respon
the detector in Sec. II C 1; the models for the two actua
are essentially those used in the case of calibrating
power-recycled interferometer(with appropriate calibratio
factors). As the detector is still in the commissioning ph
(during which time the Michelson locking-servo electron
change regularly), models of the electronics need to be g
erated for the particular data segment being calibrated.

B. Correcting for the optical response of the detector

The optical response of the detector can be consid
conceptually as two separate responses. Looking at Eq(2),
we see that it can be split into a varying gain factor tha
flat in frequency, and a frequency dependent response
has fixed overall gain but varying frequency response.
parameters that describe both parts are obtained in the
tem identification routine. To correct the detector outpu
the time domain, we need to divide the output signal by
flat gain factor and then filter the result through the inv
of the frequency dependent part. When the error-point s
is “corrected” in this way, it represents(at least at frequen
cies where there is no loop gain) the differential displace
ment of the end mirrors of the interferometer. Stating
mathematically, we can write the correction for the flat ti
varying gain as

Poptfng =
Pfng

GPfng
, s9d

wheren is the sample being processed,Pfng are the recorde
samples of the high-power error-point signal,P, sampled a
16 384 Hz, andGPfng are the samples of the overall opti
gain factor(which we so far have at only 1 Hz). From this
we can recover a representation of the differential m
displacement by

dxoptfng = Fopt ^ Poptfng, s10d

where^ denotes filter application, andFopt is a time-domain
filter that has a frequency response equal to the inverse
estimated optical response of the detector.

We can see that two problems immediately arise. F

we need a sample ofGP at each sample instant of the error
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point if we are to avoid discontinuities in the recovered st
signal. The error-point signal is sampled at 16 384
whereas the estimates ofGP are only obtained every secon
We must therefore up-sample the estimates ofGP to 16 384
Hz. This can be done by performing a band-limited inte
lation. The other problem concerns the inverse of the op
response.

The inverse of the optical response will have two ze
and one pole(inverting a filter response can be considere
converting all poles to zeros, and all zeros to poles wi
suitable change of gain). While such a filter would be un
stable if implemented as an analog filter, it can be stab
an IIR digital filter. An IIR time-domain filter with the re
sponse of the inverse of the optical response is, how
difficult to design; the response of a filter designed u
standard methods(for example, a bilinear transform) typi-
cally deviates from the desired response towards the Ny
rate of the filter. This is not desirable since the upper
quency at which we wish to perform an accurate calibra
approaches the Nyquist frequency of the sampled data
method of dealing with this is to design the filter for a m
higher sample rate of data; the response of this filter ca
controlled by placing additional poles at high freque
(much higher than the band we are interested in): this avoids
the introduction of numerical errors due to large amplifi
tion of high-frequency content of the signal. In order to
such a filter, the input data needs to be up-sampled.
filtering, the corrected signal can be down-sampled bac
16 384 Hz with minimal introduction of errors.

The response of the optical-response-correction

FIG. 6. A simplified schematic of the data processing pipeline for calib
with “mechanical” switches representing the conceptual switch betwee
prefix dropped).
must adapt in time to reflect the optical parameters recovere
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from the system identification routine. One simple way to
this is to use the bilinear transform to analytically calcu
the filter coefficients based on the estimated optical pole
parameters. The filter coefficients can be re-evaluated
time a new estimate of the optical response is acquired(once
per second, for example). The filter can then be allowed
adapt smoothly to any changes in the optical response o
detector.

C. Correcting for the Michelson differential length-
control servo

The principle of loop gain correction was introduced
the calibration of the power-recycled interferometer(see Sec
II A ) and is no different for the case of calibrating the d
recycled interferometer. Another possible method can als
explored that, in principle, could provide a better represe
tion of the loop correction signals. If we look at a deta
system diagram for the calibration process(Fig. 6), we can
see that there are two possibilities for recovering the sig
labeled sfb and ffb. One method uses the recorded e
point signal filtered through a model of the feedback e
tronics (that which was employed for the power-recyc
GEO calibration scheme). While this provides a complete
noise-free representation of the feedback signals, it als
lies on an accurate model of the(complicated) feedback elec
tronics. The other method is to record the feedback sig
that are applied to the two actuators. This method, in
ciple, provides the best representation of the feedback
nals, especially as it also includes any gain drifts of the e

the dual-recycled GEO. The two possible loop correction proceduresshown
two methods. Input signals are labelled using their GEO DAQ labels(with theG1:
rating
n the
dtronics. However, if the electronics add any noise(or signal,
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for example, calibration lines) to the error-point signal befo
the point where we extract the feedback signals for rec
ing, then the recorded feedback signals would add nois(or
signals) to the recovered strain signal.

D. Calculating the strain signal

From the optical correction and loop correction tasks
recover three data streams that each contain some inf
tion about the differential displacement of the end mirror
the interferometer:dxopt,dxsfb, anddxffb. These three signa
when appropriately combined, give a calibrated strain sig
This method was presented in detail in the calibra
scheme for the power-recycled GEO and is stated here
Downloaded 03 Feb 2005 to 194.94.224.254. Redistribution subject to AIP
-

a-

.

t

for completeness. The recovered strain signal is then g
by

hfng = sdxoptfng + dxsfbfng + dxffbfngd/1200. s11d

Following such a scheme can allow the developme
time-domain calibration software that can calculate, in r
time, a calibrated strain signal from the output(s) of the de-
tector.
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